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First Online COVID-19 Weekly Update
Greetings all Rotary Club of Livermore members, friends and guests! As previously announced, our
Club has indefinitely suspended all in-person meetings in an effort to reduce the transmission of the
Coronavirus to our Club members and the larger community. During this time, we will continue to publish
the SPUR, our weekly online newsletter, with updates, messages from President Jay Davis, and
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resources that we hope will be valuable to our Club members during this difficult and unprecedented
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Zoom to attend online RCoL weekly meetings� section below.

period. In the near future, we will also launch an online �virtual� meeting that members may attend in
real-time, or attend asynchronously at a later time. This will be described in more detail in the �Using

Spring Club Assembly presentation from President Jay
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We hope you all received the email message from President Jay with the attached Spring Club
Assembly presentation. If you did not, please contact Secretary David Rounds to make sure we have
your correct email address and also for tips on how to prevent Rotary group email messages from
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inadvertently being directed to your spam folder by your email utility. President Jay�s Assembly
presentation is also available here: [insert ppt file or link to file]
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Resources to help you cope and manage during the COVID-19 pandemic
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It�s fair to state that none of us was or is fully prepared to deal with the many restrictions,

displacements, concerns and risks associated with the COVID-19 pandemic. We�re all learning as we
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go. So let�s learn together. Let�s leverage the immense resourcefulness, humanity, dedication and
heart of our Club members and friends to help each other and our community. If there was ever a time
to practice �Service above self,� this would seem to be it.
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So if you know of a Club member who needs some assistance, but is perhaps reluctant to ask for it,
please reach out to President Jay and let him know. If you yourself need some help, PLEASE reach out
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and let us know how we can help. We have many Club members who have already expressed an
interest in helping any Club members with shopping, pharmacy pick-ups, trips to the doctor, or just plain
talking on the phone to help folks feel less isolated. Following the lead of our Canadian neighbors to the
north, we are referring to these helpers as our COVID-19 �Care-Mongerers.� We are ready and
available to help.
We�ve also assembled some links below to help point you in the direction of other available resources
during this time. If you know of another valuable resource not listed on the list below, please let us know
so we can add it. Again, let�s learn together.
CDC COVID-19 help page
Livermore services for seniors
Washing your hands correctly
Disinfecting your home safely and easily
Simple simulator shows how effectively social distancing can "flatten the curve"
Need to sign up for unemployment benefits?
Instacart home grocery and beverage delivery near Livermore
Consider using electronic payments to avoid cash, credit cards and ATMs
Zelle is a fast, zero-cost, secure, electronic way to pay...over 600 banks and credit unions have adopted
Zelle

Using Zoom to attend online weekly Club meetings
The Club purchased a Zoom license this week that supports meetings of unlimited duration for up to
100 real-time meeting participants. Our goal is to hold online, real-time weekly meetings - starting as
soon as Wednesday, March 25 - that many of our members can attend in real-time, if they choose to do
so. We�ll record these meetings using Zoom, and publish them here on the RCoL website for you to
view whenever you like, just as Nile Runge has been doing for many years.
Some background on Zoom to get you up and running: Zoom is a super-easy-to-use online meeting
�platform.� It has rapidly become the preferred method to conduct face-to-face meetings with
participants who are spread all over the community, nation and world. Businesses use it. Universities
use it. Non-profits use it. Government agencies use it. Family and book-clubs use it! Anyone can use it.
Here are some brief video tutorials from Zoom to help get you started quickly and efficiently. We
encourage all Club members to follow the simple instructions in these videos to download their own
copy of the Zoom application on their desktop, laptop, iPad and/or phone. We think you�ll be pleasantly
surprised at how easy it is to get started.

How to download and use Zoom
Using Zoom's online meeting controls and tool

Links and Advertisers
Check out our Flickr site for all of today's photos and more!
https://www.flickr.com/photos/62794352@N07/albums/with/72157709710922731
Today's video will be available on our web site: https//livermore-rotary.org/2019-2020/

